M akovicka and colleagues [13] compared three surgical-gowning systems in terms of how they protected healthcare workers from exposure to particulate debris during cadaveric TKA. They found that wearing a positivepressure exhaust suit produced less exposure to TKA debris compared to conventional surgical masks and protective eyewear, which still allowed debris exposures on the nostrils, lips, and eyes of the surgeon. These results support an earlier finding that also reported less particulate exposure on the skin and mucosa of test subjects wearing positive-pressure exhaust suit compared to conventional gown-andmask clothing when performing simulated joint replacement surgery [17] .
Although the use of a positivepressure exhaust suit during joint replacement surgery remains controversial due to associations with intraoperative air contamination and increased incidence of deep infection [19] , the findings from these studies stimulate interest in understanding more about the intraoperative risks orthopaedic surgeons face in terms of blood-borne-pathogen (BBP) exposure, and whether any alternatives to positive-pressure exhaust suit use, such as universal preoperative patient screening for BBPs, could be more effective in reducing risks to both patients and healthcare workers.
Orthopaedic surgeons are at high risk for exposure to BBPs during surgery, especially during arthroplasty procedures where splashes of blood and bloody materials occur in virtually every procedure [1] . While the combination of mandatory practitioner Hepatitis B vaccination and low disease transmission risks of Hepatitis C and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) through mucocutaneous exposure are reassuring [12] , the actual quantitative risk of BBP transmission from patient to healthcare workers remains unknown and is likely higher than what most medical professionals believe. There are two reasons for this: First, the prevalence of transmissible BBPs including Hepatitis B, C, and HIV in the United States has risen notably over the last two decades [4, 7, 11] , affecting up to 5 million individuals that comprise up to 1.5% of the population. Second, the actual prevalence of splash, needlestick, and/or sharps injuries among the surgical subspecialties is unacceptably high, with reports ranging from 40% [10] to 100% [2] of survey respondents. Students and trainees are especially at risk, with 83% of orthopaedic residents and fellows admitting to being exposed to a splash, needlestick, or sharp injury at least once during their training [10] . The true incidence of exposure injuries is believed to be higher than published values due to increasing orthopaedic case volumes and a tendency to underreport injuries secondary to fear of social, clinical, or legal implications that could occur by undergoing testing [16] .
Interestingly, the topic of patient screening for BBPs prior to elective surgery is minimally discussed in the [5] , a population which is highly likely to require total joint arthroplasty. Furthermore, guidelines set out in the UK advocate for HIV screening for all individuals prior to any elective procedure [14] .
Although the cost-efficacy of BBP screening for arthroplasty patients have been questioned [18] , this specific study was performed in low risk countries. A single-center analysis of U.S. veterans scheduled for joint replacement revealed an alarming 8.4% of patients that tested positive for Hepatitis C, with half being viremic and at higher risk for intraoperative disease transmission [3] . Clearly, wider efforts to define the prevalence of BBP-related chronic disease in North American patients are needed. BBP screening could save patients' lives given that earlier diagnosis permits more effective, less invasive treatments, as proven through other large scale BBP screening efforts [15] .
Where Do We Need To Go?
Evidence-based, cost-effective interventions that minimize BPP transmission among patients and healthcare workers, maximize opportunities to benefit patient health, and respect privacy guidelines comprise our goal.
Still, justifying positive-pressure exhaust suit use specifically to minimize BPP transmission will require answers to the following questions: (1) How do operating room laminar-flow setups affect the flow of particulate contamination during arthroplasty and trauma surgery, and do such setups affect the superiority of positivepressure exhaust suit in protection over traditional gown-and-glove clothing? (2) Are all positive-pressure exhaust suit systems equivalent in their capability of protecting healthcare workers? (3) Do positive-pressure exhaust suits contribute to the development of superficial or deep wound infections? This last question represents the source of current controversy over positive-pressure exhaust suit use and is the largest and most difficult barrier that must be overcome before for positive-pressure exhaust suit use to become more mainstream.
Furthermore, recommendations for or against routine patient preoperative screening for BBPs are required from orthopaedic societies to respond to the increasing national prevalence of chronic BBP-related disease, the increased recognition that uncontrolled chronic BBP-related diseases have on postoperative outcomes and patient mortality [6] , and the obvious risks surgeons, nurses and trainees face when performing surgery.
How Do We Get There?
Large-scale prospective comparisons of conventional gown-and-mask, body exhaust suits, and positive-pressure exhaust suit systems on comparable patient populations using modern infection prevention methods (prophylactic antibiotics, standardized skin preparation, use of hemostatic agents, timely surgical procedures), uniform definitions of deep infection, and a reasonable period of postoperative surveillance are ultimately needed to determine what impact surgeon clothing has on post-arthroplasty infection rates. Furthermore, more clarification through fundamental studies are needed to determine if details such as when the exhaust fan is turned on when donning a positive-pressure exhaust suit [9] and if taping down the cuffglove interface [8] can adequately reduce bacterial transmission from the surgeon to the surgical wound. Results from these smaller studies should then influence how positive-pressure exhaust suit systems are utilized in the larger prospective work.
In order to verify if preoperative BBPs screening is necessary, crosssectional studies are needed to calculate the prevalence of BBP-related disease in North American patients scheduled for elective arthroplasty. Data from such studies could greatly improve estimations of occupational exposure risks that surgeons and orthopaedic healthcare workers currently face, with these risk calculations subsequently supporting or stymying the possible benefits offered with positivepressure exhaust suit use. Perhaps most importantly, screening studies would encourage a wider discussion of disease transmission prevention and initiatives for reducing intraoperative injuries among students and trainees.
